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The West Semitic Revolution 

Figure 12.9 The Mesha Stele, c.850 BC. (Paris, Louvre Museum.) 

is from the ninth century BC (Fig. 12.9). King Mesha erected the stele as 
a memorial of his victory in a revolt against Israel. Discovered in 1868, the 
inscription of 34 lines is the longest ever found in Palestine. Fearing the 
stone's loss when scholars discovered it, the local Arabs built a fire around 
the stele and doused it with water, shattering it into many pieces. For- 
tunately, a paper squeeze - a papier machk impression - had been made of 
the writing, so we can read it today. Moab is a long way from Phoenicia, 
and the stele was inscribed over a hundred years later, but the script and 
"language" is the same as on the Ahiram sarcophagus. Scribes are using 
an identical script and "language" over a wide area, through a long extent 
of time. They do not attempt to distinguish local dialects (as did archaic 
Greek alphabetic writing), which the voweuess script is hardly suited to 
accomplish. 

What Kind of Writing Was 
West Semitic? 

We want to understand how West Semitic writing worked and where it came 
from, but the topic is complex and muddled with imprecise terminology 
and theory. We have touched on this problem repeatedly, but must now 
face it directly. In life we speak loosely of the "alphabet," of the "Ugaritic 
cuneiform alphabet," the "Hebrew alphabet," the "Arabic alphabet," and 
of the "Cherokee alphabet:' but in such expressions "alphabet" means 
only "a system of writing." The Egyptians had their alphabet, so did the 
Hebrews, so did the Mayans, and so do we. 

What Is an Alphabet? 

When discussing the "Ugaritic cuneiform alphabet," general studies 
explain that in spite of the name the signs are really "consonantal," except, 
of course, for the three syllabograms at the end of the series not found 
in later West Semitic signaries, and also the syllabic first sign in the 
series, as discussed above. When we transliterate the Egyptian signs 

(@ L a] as hwfw to speU Khufu, we do so on the theory that 

the same nonvocalic, consonantal repertory of sounds that lurks behind 
the West Semitic repertory also stands behind the Egyptian hieroglyphs. 
Being "alphabet-users," as were the users of West Semitic writing, we can 
recast logosyuabic writing into "alphabetic" equivalents and so begin to 
understand what is being said - in just this way were Egyptian hieroglyphics 
deciphered. 
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Our unspoken assumption is that alphabetic signs represent something 
objective in human speech that can be wrested from the ancient, recalcit- 
rant lexigraph'ic systems of writing. Yes, they are all "consonants" - odd, 
but a fact. In trying to understand the Egyptian text we superimpose on 
it an alien technology, our own, which did not exist in the days of the 
Egyptians, whose writing was made up of word-signs, syllable-signs, and 
semantic complements. We falsify essentially the Egyptians' own experience 
of writing in order to understand it, but are glad to do this because early 
attempts at decipherment failed through ignorance of the phonic aspects 
to Egyptian writing. And we express phonic aspects in any system of writ- 
ing graphically by means of "alphabetic signs." 

The problem of the nature of West Semitic writing cannot be separated 
from the problem of its origin. Not from any formal similarity between 
Egyptian writing and West Semitic writing, hut from the similarity between 
the phonological structure of Egyptian writing and of West Semitic writ- 
ing do we conclude that West Semitic traditions of writing must descend 
from Egyptian writing, and not from the far more widely used and 
more influential Mesopotamian cuneiform writing. The syllahograms of 
Mesopotamian cuneiform did encode vocalic qualities (except for a few 
signs, where the vowel remains unspecified), and there were signs for pure 
vowels. 

If the West Semitic repertory is similar to the 24 Egyptian uniliterals - 
and even modeled on it in some way - and the West Semitic signary was 
an "alphahet" -then an "alphabet" existed already withim the Egyptian logo- 
syllabary. In fact Alan Gardiner's monumental Egyptian Grammar (1957) 
made that claim (Fig. 13.1). Gardiner's category "alphabet" comes from 
his recognition of the phonological similarity between the 24 Egyptian 
uniliterals, artificially separated from the other kinds of Egyptian signs, and 
the repertory of West Semitic signs long familiar from Aramaic, Hebrew, 
and Arabic scripts and commonly called "alphabetic." Modern Egyptian 
grammars continue to refer to the "alphabetic" signs within the Egyptian 
logosyllabary. It is a practical category, but does not represent the history 
of writing. 

Not that Egyptologists believe that the uniliteral Egyptian signs represent 
what linguists call phonemes, the small particles of sound that make a 
difference in meaning, for then all Egyptian signs would have to represent 
phonemes, because the function of the uniliterals within Egyptian writing 
is, as we have seen, not distinguished from the function of the biliterals 
and triliterals, whose values uniliteral signs often reinforce as phonetic 
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Figure 13.1 Gardiner's "alphabet" of uniliteral signs embedded within the 
Egyptian logosyllabary. (Egyptian Grammar, p. 27.) 

complements. Scholars nonetheless justify a claim that the West Semitic 
tradition of writing, first attested historically in Ugarit, was "alphabetic" 
because (1) the signs come in a row, aleph, beth, gimel and (2) the signs 
allegedly stand for phonemes, "individual sounds," as they always do in 
an alphabet. According to this manner of thinking, we might define an 
alphahet as "a graphic system whose signs come in a certain order and 
represent phonemes." 

The West Semitic signs do come in a row, hut the word "alphabet" is in 
fact Greek in origin, from the names of the &st two letters of the Greek 
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series, which came in the same order as signs in its Semitic model. In Greek 
the nams,  attested by the fifth century BC, are gibberish and are clear dis- 
tortions of Semitic originals (which are not themselves always meaning- 
ful). We must wait two hundred years more for first testimony of the Semitic 
names (in the Greek Septuagint of the third century BC). The arrangement 
of the signs in a series is in any event a formal convention, invaluable for 
learning, but independent of how the writing functions, and probably should 
not be taken as a criterion for what we mean by alphabet. For that we need 
to understand how the writing functions to "represent phonemes." 

The Phoneme 

POT - Speech is made up of sound and pho- 

ROT nemes are "pieces of sound." A phoneme 
- 

is a sound that makes a difference in 
RQQI meaning. So pot and rot mean different 

ROOF things because they begin with different 
phonemes, encoded in the letters p and 

Figure 13.2 Change of meaning r (Fig. 13.2). Different languages have 
through phonemic transformation different repertories of phonemes, but 

only a limited number of phonemes 
exist, dependent on the physical construction of the human mouth, 
throat, and vocal cords. These sounds are now graphically indexed in the 
IPA (Fig. 13.3). In graphic combination, this limited inventory of indivi- 
dual speech sounds makes up the endless variety of human speech. No won- 
der that the alpbabet-using Greeks used the same word for alphabetic sign, 
stoicheion - "something in a row," that is, of signs - as they did for an atomic 
element, just as they imagined that the structure of their writing paralleled 
the structure of the phenomenal world. Stiu today in physics we accept the 
Greek atomic description, in general terms. 

To those who think that West Semitic writing was an "alphabet" like the 
Greek alphabet (except without signs for vowels), the signs of the West Semitic 
signary stood for phonemes just as much as did the Greek signs, except for 
some reason they were always consonants. Had the Western Semites really 
discovered how to encode through gaphic means the phonemic inner struc- 
ture of speech, the true purpose of writing according to the commentators 
cited in Chapter I?  Because that is what an alphabet does and is. 
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THE INTERN4nONAL PHONEIlC ALPHABET (revised to 1993) 

Figure 13.3 The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 
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The Phoneme as a Projection of 
Greek Alphabetic Writing 

It is not improbable, but impbssible that the West Semitic signs encoded 
phonemes, as they appear to in our own alphabetic and prejudicial 
transliterations. We read Egyptian well, but we do not know how it 
sounded, because its writing gives no information about the vibration of 
the vocal cords, but only about the various forms of obstruction made by 
mouth, lips, and teeth in the pronunciation of human speech. (We cannot 
pronounce the logosyllabic Akkadian either, but for different reasons.) While 
we call such obstructions "consonants," consonants do not exist in nature 
as separable sounds; the syllable is the smallest unit of sound in nature. 
The syllable may consist of the naked vibration of the vocal cords, for 
example /a/, /el, lil, lo/, lul, or the vibration of the vocal cords in con- 
junction with a certain pattern of obstruction (stops) or partial obstruc- 
tion (sibilants, fricatives) in the mouth, for example lbel, lbal, ibol, lbil, 
lbul or lsel, lsal, /sol, or lfel, /fa/. 

Instinctudy we believe that speech is made up of consonants and vowels 
because the Greek alphabet, the basis for our education, has separate signs 
for forms of obstruction (consonantal signs) and qualities of vibration (vocalic 
signs) and a rule that these two categories of signs must work together. 
From this graphic distinction between consonants and vowels in alphabetic 
writing, such as appears on this page, comes the illusion that such separ- 
able sounds, existing in nature, are capable of discovery any time. But any 
spectrograph shows that real speech is a continuous stream of sound with 
surface variations that follow a wave-lie pattern (see Fig. 13.4). There are 
no separable atoms, or particles, that make up the molecules of speech. 

The graphic isolation of the consonantal sounds of human speech in 
Egyptian writing, associated with an unspecified vowel, was therefore an 
intellectual achievement of the very highest order, but in spite of alpha- 
betic transliterations from Egyptian into Roman characters, the Egyptian 
signs never stood for consonants as in the IPA. They stood for syllables 
whose sounds we cannot recover. West Semitic systems, modeled on the 
Egyptian, must have worked in the same way, to form an odd and much 
compressed form of syllabary, a view that I. J. Gelb first argued in 1952. 

Through deliberate analysis we can reduce speech sounds to syllables, 
and many early systems of lexigraphic writing did this by artificially and 
deliberately breaking up the continuous wave of real speech. Analysis of 
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Figure 13.4 Spectrograph of "row, boat, row," reading left to right 

the sounds of speech beyond the syllable is not, however, possible without 
special training, as repeated experiments in the field have shown. For exam- 
ple, it is impossible for a Chinese literate in the strange and nonalphabetic 
Chinese writing (see Chapter 15) ever to make phonemic distinctions. By 
contrast, Chinese who have learned pinyin, "spell-sound:' make such dis- 
tinctions easily. Pinyin is an alphabetic system for teaching nonMandarin 
speakers - that is, hundreds of millions of Chinese - how to pronounce 
Chinese in the Mandarin dialect; it was not designed to communicate other 
information. 

Because in nature speech is not made up of particles but is a wave 
(Fig. 13.4), the letters of the Greek alphabet do not represent speech dir- 
ectly. The Greek letters are particles that through a kind of trick allow the 
reconstruction of a wave. The Greek alphabet functions in a very different 
manner from the West Semitic writings, where the signs are not particles 
by means of which the reader can construct a phonetic equivalent to 
the graphic markings. For this reason we cannot pronounce West Semitic 
writing any more than we can pronounce hieroglyphics or cuneiform; 
only a native speaker can find an equivalent in speech of the graphic mark- 
ings. Even then he will not be certain, and other readers will reach other 
reconstructions. Scholarly reconstructions of the actual sound of ancient 
languages are inventive and clever but often imaginary and based on poor 
understanding of the relationship between speech and writing in the real 
world. 
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Figure 13.5 Chart of the descent of the "alphabet," of which Greek is an 
"offshoot." (After J. Naveh 1982, fig. 1.) 

The Greek alphabet, which we will examine in Chapter 17, did not there- 
fore reveal the secret structure of speech, but defined our illusions about 
it, on which the science of linguistics rests uncertainly. If phonemes are 
not discrete objective elements of speech, but only a way of talking about 
speech dependent on the historically conditioned and somewhat haphazard 
structure of the Greek alphabet, the first writing that allowed the reader 
to reconstruct the actual sounds of speech, West Semitic writing was not 
"alphabetic," as described in such common charts as Figure 13.5. The Greek 
alphabet is not a branch of the great tree ALPHABET, parallel and analog- 
ous to ProtoArabic, Aramaic, and Hebrew as in Figure 13.5, but is an entirely 
different tree, related historically to the West Semitic systems, yet different 
in kind. 

We can pronounce Greek alphabetic writing without knowing any 
Greek (as Greek teachers know!), but when we transliterate a Ugaritic 
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"alphabetic" text into Roman characters, in this case a tablet with a verti- 
cal and a horizontal line of characters (no. 357, Schaeffer 1939), we will 
write 

vertical line: 3nt p n  dkm 13bb mn 8 
horizontal line: Smr3 m d  rb '[prm] 

and translate 

~ h o u ,  0 Shaphan, collect from Ababa eight minas 
Shimea, groom of the chief of car[avaneers!] 

Asked to read aloud, a student says "anet tchepen dekem elabeb men 'eight.' 
Shemaa mera reb a[perem]," inserting a colorless vowel between each sign 
to enable pronunciation, meaningless to anyone who spoke a Semitic 
dialect in ancient Ugarit. 

From time to time (but never in Phoenician script) the scribe might use 
the aleph, yod, and waw signs to suggest a vowel, but never in a consistent 
way or with consistent vocalic qualities. So yod can suggest lit or /el, waw 
can suggest, lul or 101. Grammarians call West Semitic signs used in this 
way matres lectionis, "mothers of readings:' a device to help make sense of 
a writing system deeply ambiguous about phonetic qualities and bereft of 
the old-fashioned aids from semantic signs. But m a t m  lectionis never 
evolved into a system for vocalic representation like the Greek system. 

Users of a West Semitic script could not have come to the modem theory 
of the phoneme because recognition of the phoneme depends on the 
structure of the Greek alphabet and not on objective phenomena. Persistent 
disagreement about the meaning of alphabet, touching upon sometimes 
unscholarly claims about invention in culture, is confined to users of the 
Greek alphabet. Users of a West Semitic script could not follow any such 
conversation. Just how Greek writing came to atomize speech, we will dis- 
cuss in Chapter 17. 

West Semitic signs, then, designate the smallest analyzable unit of 
speech, the syllable, as did their Egyptian model, whose vocalic value 
remains unspecified but is implied in the sign (or there is no vowel if the 
sign doses a preceding syllable: Only a native speaker could know this). It 
is easy to see how scholars misunderstood the realia behind the writing. 
Thus the Phoenician grapheme that we call by the Hebrew name mem "water" 

7 does not have the phonetic value lml, but the value lmal, /mi/, lmel, 
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scripts in Tibet, Mongolia, and + -F t Southeast Asia. 

ka ki ku ke ko 
The earliest extended docu- 

ments in Brahmi are edicts pub- ++++* lished by King Ashoka, who ruled 
273 to 232 BC and included in 

kg ki ko kai kau his empire most of modern India, 
parts of Afghanistan and Persia, 

Figure 13.6 Syllabic signs in the and portions of Bengal. He ac- 
Brahmi script 

cepted the teachings of Sakyamuni 
the Buddha and installed 33 edicts, 

which ringed all of India, about the need to follow dharma, "righteous- 
ness," in his kingdom, and to follow other Buddhist social and moral pre- 
cepts. The Edicts of Ashoka are in fact the earliest testimony to Buddhist 
teachings. While the edicts in the east were in Brahmi script in an eastern 
Indo-European language (Magadhi, probably the language of the Buddha), 
edicts in the west were in Karosthi script and a western Indo-European 
language (an ancestor to Sanskrit). Figure 13.6 is an example of Brahmi 

script. The basic sign + = Ikal is modified by the addition of attached 

diacritics to alter the quality of the vowel; its model, Aramaic, must have 
been syllabic too, unless we believe that the inventor of Brahmi script rejected 
the "phonemic" analysis of West Semitic signs to encode syllables instead. 
The Greek alphabet, and its revolutionary system of vocalization, was two 
hundred years old in c.600 BC, if Brahmi script goes back that far, but the 
inventor of Brahmi script clung nonetheless to the syllabic structure of his 
model. 

Such writings as West Semitic and Ethiopic and Brahmi are not 
"abjads" or "abugidas," nomenclature based solely on external features, but 
old-fashioned syllabaries answering to the human faculty to break down 
speech into syllabic units. Such was the inner structure of these writings. 

The Origins of 
West Semitic Writing 

WMIU HOL 

\ ARABIA 

S W I T E L  W I M  

Ethlopla 

Map 5 Places important in Chapter 14 

Faced with the puzzle that West Semitic writing encoded the obstructions 
of tongue, lips, and throat, and left the reader to supply appropriate qual- 
ities of the vibrating vocal cords, many commentators have suggested that 
it is to the structure of Semitic languages, in which vowels never begin a 
word and in which unchanging consonantal triliteral roots are subjected 
to complex vocalic alteration in order to fashion different parts of speech 
and different verbal aspects, that this odd feature owes. According to this 
argument, the structure of the writing reflects the structure of Semitic speech. 
For example, in Arabic the triliteral combination ktb always has something 
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social elite by recording, in an opaque and obscurantist script, their titles, 
their lineage, and their place in the cosmic progression of time - dates of 
birth, accession, death, and of victory in war, when they captured the enemy 
for the hangman's bloody hands. 

We wonder who read this script. We imagine the scribal elite explain- 
ing to the great lords how the glyphs are read and what they mean. 
Perhaps they were read aloud in public display, as some speculate. In only 
that limited sense can Mesoamerican writing have been a medium for the 
transmission of information to anyone outside a minuscule and self- 
aggrandizing class. We must imagine this writing, like Egyptian writing, 
to have possessed magical power to eternalize men on stone monuments, 
as the precise astronomical observations and calculations preserved in the 
Dresden and other codices enabled the scribal elite to guide the local lord 
in decisions about war, sacrifice, and marriage. 

As a writing system, the Mesoamerican is a logosyllabary, but the signs 
are far more variable in form and ambiguous in phonetic value than 
we find in any Near Eastern system, including the maddening Akkadian 
cuneiform. The determinative or semantic complement, so characteristic 
of Egyptian hieroglyphs and of Mesopotamian cuneiform, appears in Mayan 
writing, especially in cartouches and pedestals associated with day-signs, 
but by no means forms so important a role. Although elements of the writ- 
ing are tied to speech, the writing never rises above simple statements of 
fact. Mesoamerican writing was a form of Mesoamerican art, which it always 
complemented. Maya artistic taste for curlicues and thingamajigs, for 
demonic beings, skulls, and eerie threatening beasts also governed the forms 
of the writing, which for so very long resisted every attempt to penetrate it. 

The Greek Alphabet: A Writing 
That Changed the World 

Map 7 Places important to the background of the Greek alphabet 

We know something about the man who invented West Semitic writing. 
He came from the Egyptian school because the phonic aspects of Egyptian 
writing, too, ignored the vibrating vocal cords to concentrate on hints about 
bow in speech the stream of sound is obstructed. We cannot pin down the 
date of the earth-shattering invention of the wholly phonetic West Semitic 
syllabary, which sprang from the Egyptian logosyllabary. The famous 
Sinaitic inscriptions of perhaps 1500 BC, or recent similar even earlier finds 
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from Egypt, even if not in line of direct descent, push back experimenta- 
tion toward the Middle Bronze Age. 

The circumstances of the invention of West Semitic writing are of 
course elusive but may he to record the names of Semitic subordinates, 
as some think. The need to record names is an initial and driving force 
in the history of writing. The enormously innovative concentration on 
phonic elements to the exclusion of other signs, an extreme anomaly in 
the history of writing, may have come from the Aegean, either through 
southern Palestine where Mycenaeans are later visible as the Philistines, 
or through UGARIT, whence comes our earliest finds of the West Semitic 
tradition in the "Ugaritic cuneiform alphabet'' really syllabary. In Bronze 
Age Ugarit appeared just that cosmopolitan blend of Egyptian, Aegean, 
Anatolian, and Mesopotamian writing that we might require as back- 
ground for an extraordinary invention. 

In any event, along the north Syrian coast - not in Palestine, Egypt, Crete, 
or Asia Minor - was prepared the division between East and West, with 
the Greek alphabet-users on one side, the Greeks and the Romans, and the 
nonalphabet users on the other, the peoples of the Near East, ancient, 
medieval, and modern. Modem political configurations directly reflect ancient 
divis'ions in the technologies of writing. The Greek alphabet-users were unable 
to cross the veil of writing technology to reach directly the intellectual cul- 
tures encoded in Mesopotamian cuneiform, Egyptian hieroglyphic, and West 
Semitic syllabic writing, whereas after Alexander's conquests Easterners 
learned Greek alphabetic writing as a matter of course, absorbed Greek alpha- 
betic culture, and made important contributions to it. 

Background to the Invention of the Greek Alphabet 

The transmission of cultural forms from East to West - and the deep divi- 
sion that transmission entailed - appears to have taken place near or across 
the ORONTES estuary and littoral. Emerging from SUMER in southern Iraq 
in the fourth millennium BC, cultural forms early moved on commercial 
routes up the Euphrates, then turned west. There are three ways to reach 
the coast from the Euphrates valley. A southern route led across open desert 
through what later was the oasis-kingdom of PALMYRA, but camels were 
required. Of the two northern routes one headed across to ALEPPO, critically 
positioned equidistant between the Euphrates and the Mediterranean, 
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mentioned in texts from MARI on the Euphrates from the end of the third 
millennium. Aleppo lay variously under Amorite (a Semitic people west 
of the Euphrates), Bronze-Age Hittite, Egyptian, Hurrian, and Iron-Age Hittite 
rule, until conquered by the Assyrians in the eighth century BC. 

From Aleppo the trade route led west to the Plain of Antioch where the 
north-flowing Orontes bends back on itself to run southwest into the sea 
through a pass between the Amanus range to the north and the northern 
extension of the Lebanon Mountains to the south. In Hellenistic and 
Roman times the metropolis of Antioch (modern Antakya in Turkey) 
stood south of the river, near this bend, about twenty miles from the sea. 
In the Iron Age, from the ninth century on, the nearby port town of 
AL MINA served as a major emporium for the exchange of Greek and Eastern 
products. Euboeans, the most aggressive and wealthy Greeks of the late Iron 
Age, may have been living there - at least their pottery is found there - 
and some have suspected Al Mina as the very place where writing passed 
from East to West. 

The second northern route led somewhat south of Aleppo, in the third 
millennium across the great archaeological site of Ebla, 33 miles southwest 
of Aleppo, then south to modern Homs in the Orontes Valley, the ancient 
Emesa where Elagabulus became Roman emperor. From Homs the route 
leads west through the "Homs gap" in the Lebanon Mountains, where 
crusaders built the great castle Krak des Chavaliers. Bronze-Age Ugarit stood 
somewhat north of where the road through the Homs gap meets the 
Mediterranean coast. The Egyptians held dose relations with this coast from 
at least the third millennium BC and acquired timber from the forests of 
western Lebanon, including planks to fashion the enormous royal bark found 
beside the pyramid of Cheops (c.2600 BC). 

From Ugarit in the Bronze Age, in modern Syria, and from Al Mina in 
the Iron Age, seafarers headed west to CYPRUS, a mere 75 miles across the 
sea. Overseas trade was encouraged by an unremitting Assyrian pressure 
in the Iron Age against the mixed Semitic Aramaean (Aram = DAMASCUS) 
and the Indo-European Hittite populations of north Syria. The Semitic 
Aramaeans built a permanent settlement in southwestern Cyprus by c.900 
BC at KITIUM, only miles from the Greek colony of Salamis to the north, 
founded about the same time. 

Leaving Cyprus, merchants cruised along the Cilician coast (where 
Bronze Age shipwreh are found on the southern coast of Turkey) to RHODES, 
thence across the Cyclades to Euboea and mainland Greece, or on the 
southern route over Karpathos to Crete, the Ionian isles, Sicily, and the Italian 
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mainland. There in Latium, not so far from ancient Rome, astonishingly, 
was recently found the earliest known Greek alphabetit inscription, part 
of a word stratigraphically dated to 775 BC. 

The transmission of writing from north Syria, or "Phoenicia," to Greece 
over this route is remembered in Greek legend in the story of Cadmus, 
founder of the city of Thebes in the Boeotian plain, near Aulis and the 
narrow crossing to E~boea. Herodotus writes: 

The Phoenicians who came [to Thebes, in the plain of Boeotia near 
EUBOEA] with Cadmus, among whom were the Gephyraei, introduced into 
Greece, after their settlement in the country, a number of accomplishments 
of which the most important was writing, an an until then, I think, 
unknown to the Greeks. At first they used the same characters as all the 
other Phoenicians, but as time went on, and they changed their language, 
they also changed the shape of their letters. At that period most of the Greeks 
in the neighborhood were Ionians. They were taught these letters by the 
Phoenicians and adopted them, with a few alterations, for their own use, 
continuing to refer to them as the Phoenician characters [Phoinikeia], as was 
only right, because the Phoenicians had introduced them.. . In the temple 
of lsmenian Apollo at Tbebes in Boeotia I have myself seen cauldrons with 
inscriptions cut on them in Cadmean characters, most of them not very 
different from the Ionian. (Histories 5.58) 

By "Ionians" Herodotus must mean the nearby Euboeans, who spoke an 
Ionian dialea. The Boeotians spoke a dialea akin to Doric. "Cadmus" means 
in Semitic "man of the East" (kdm) and in mythical chronology belongs 
in the Bronze Age, though the alphabet is much later. Herodotus must have 
seen some archaic inscriptions in the temple at Thebes. 

"Phoenicians" is not a term known from the coastal Semites, but is a 
Greek name, presumably "the red ones," based (as many think) on the red 
hands of the purple-dyers who lived along the Lebanese and north Syrian 
coast. This is the celebrated "Tyrian purple," the most precious dye of the 
ancient world, made from a shellfish that once lived along these coasts 
(billions of discarded shells can still be seen today near ancient Phoenician 
sites). The Phoenicians did not exist as a people or a culture. Simply, they 
were the mercantile, seafaring Western Semitic-speakers who controlled 
the only ports in the East Mediterranean. Like all Semitic-speakers, the 
Phoenicians were of admixed ethnicities and politically diverse. Homer some- 
times calls them Sidonians, after the port of Sidon, receptors of an ancient 
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and variegated Semitic influence -Akkadian, Babylonian, Aramaean, and 
Assyrian - and of an Indo-European Hittite influence who, after the 
Bronze Age, occupied large districts in northern Syria and left impressive 
monuments there. On the basis of various geographical details, the 
famous myth of the battle between the sky god and an enormous monster 
(Typhon in Greek) evidently came into Greek literature from the Hittites 
who in the Iron Age lived near the Orontes estuary. 

The Adapter's Achievement 

A great mystery has surrounded the transmission of writing from Syria 
to Greece, made impenetrable by misleading theories about the history of 
writing. Many commentators have supposed that the "alphabet" came to 
Greece at some time or other as a Phoenician import, acquired signs for 
vowels, which the Phoenician system mysteriously lacked, was used for 
various purposes, and, at some time along the way, recorded 28,000 lines 
of Homer's hexametric verse - and thousands by Hesiod as well - and that 
was the beginning of the Western world and of modern times. Although 
once widely circulated, such a view cannot be accurate. 

As noticed earlier, humans cannot distinguish sounds in speech smaller 
than the syllable unless trained in some form of the Greek vocal alphabet. 
Nor is human speech made up of little pieces, of phonemes awaiting 
graphic representation, as alphabet users want to believe, although illiter- 
ates can separate out syllabic units when prompted. Speech is nonetheless 
a wave, a continuum. What was the nature of the radical shift in the tech- 
nology of writing that made possible the reconstruction of human speech 
from graphic symbols, wen if the speech is not understood? I. J. Gelb coined 
the term "grammatography" for the new form of writing (see chart oppo- 
site title page), to balance "syllabography," but we can probably never get 
rid of "alphabet." Preferable might be the German Vokalalphabet to refer 
to the Greek alphabet, because that was the principal feature to this writ- 
ing (see chart opposite title page), that it informed the reader, in a rough 
way, of the actual sounds of speech. 

The Greek alphabet was a single invention that took place at a single 
time. All writing systems, as far as we know, were invented by single men, 
never by groups or committees. The early logosyllabaries appear to have 
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undergone evolution, but only after someone had set down principles of 
symbolization. According to one tradition Cadmus brought phoinikeia to 
Greece, but according to another the inventor of Greek writing was 
Palamedes, the clever Trojan-era enemy of Odysseus, who unmasked 
Odysseus when he simulated madness. Palamedes invented other things too, 
and may be the adapter's actual name. 

It is inaccurate to say that the inventor of the Greek alphabet "added 
vowels" to a previously vowelless script, when the concept "vowel" de- 
pends on how the Greek alphabet functions and not on objective fea- 
tures of human speech. The inventor of the Greek alphabet did not "add 
vowels:' therefore, but remade the internal structure of his model by 
means of two deliberate innovations. 

Fist, he divided the entirely phonetic signs of the very old and very short 
West Semitic signary, in which all signs were of a single nature, into two 
unequal groups of signs of different natures. 

Second, he established the rigorous spelling rule, never violated, that a 
sign from the smaller group must always accompany signs from the larger 
group. 

The five signs in the small group, which represented a selection of five 
vowel qualities (Latin vox = "voice") from a larger range in Greek speech, 
were pronounceable by themselves, as vowel signs had been in Aegean 
and cuneiform writing. But the signs in the second and larger group, the 
"consonants:' were not pronounceable by themselves, as they had been in 
West Semitic writing. These signs were incomplete without an appended 
sign from the smaller group, with which they could "sound along" (Latin 
consono). The inventor's spelling rule, devised for a practical purpose, inad- 
vertently created the illusion that speech consists of particulate phonemes 
and the prejudice that writing exists to record speech. 

In fashioning a short set of characters different in kind from the long 
set, the inventor assigned vowels to earlier Phoenician syllabic signs 
(Fig. 17.1). To Phoenician 'aleph, a glottal stop = /'I, the adapter assigned 
the vowel la/, which to his ears may have sounded something like a glottal 
stop; to he, a "strong" Ihl of some kind, he assigned the perhaps phon- 
etically similar vowel /el; to yod = lyl he assigned the vowel lil, for which 
the yod sometimes stands in the West Semitic matres lectionis, the use of 
consonantal syllables to suggest vowels (but the Phoenicians never used 
matres); to the Semitic 'ayin = Ir/, a pharyngeal sound absent from 
Indo-European languages but conspicuous in modern spoken Arabic, he 

ph phi 

I I I X I kh, lu & 

&I I 

pr, kh psi 

Figure 17.1 The adapter's alterations to his Phoenician model to create the 
Greek alphabet 
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arbitrarily assigned the value 101. Finally, he did an odd thing when he 
retained the Semitic wau = Iwl, which the Greeks much later called 
digamma ("double gamma"), then to the same sign with a slightly altered 

shape (F becomes \1)) he assigned the vowel I d .  He must have heard 

a phonetic resemblance between Iwl and lul. He attached this sign, ori- 
ginally called u and much later called upsilon, or "bald U" (to distinguish 
it from a diphthong that had acquired a similar sound) to the end of the 
West Semitic Series after tau, where it still is today. 

The adapter also added three new signs, which grammarians called the 

"supplementals," namely phi 9, chi )( ,psi , not reahzing that they 

were part of the original system. Many technical difficulties surround 
attempts to explain the original values of these signs, because during the 

classical period chi had the value Ikbl in Athens and /ks/ in Italy, whence X 
comes its value in contemporary English orthography. For lkhl the western 

Greeks used q , probably its original value, hut in Athens 9 had value 

Ips1 Phi @, however, always had the value lphl  The adapter seems to 

have attempted to fashion a coherent system of aspirated stops (pro- 
nounced with a strong breath), but because aspiration was weak or absent 
in parts of Greece, these signs fell into confusion and in Crete disappeared 
altogether. 

The first system of vocalic notation was approximate, and vowel signs 
notated only a rather wider range of actual sounds in speech. Sometimes 
it is hard in English speech to hear the difference between long and short 
vowels (short 151 and long la1 perplex students), but evidently in ancient 
Greek speech long and short were strongly demarcated and they were 
phonemic, they made a difference in meaning. The sign later called 
omega, "big 0," attached to the end of the series, is not found before the 
sixth century BC and is simply omicron "little o" (originally called o) bro- 
ken at the bottom. Omega was not part of the adapter's system. Because 
of weak aspiration in the Greek spoken along the coast of Turkey, in Ionia, 

the sign called hPta (from Semitic heth, our H) was pronounced as 8 
/eta/. According to the ancient West Semitic rule that the value of the sign 
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was encoded in the first sound of the name of the sign, Eta took on 8 
the value of long /El, the quality of its vowel. Because Athens was an 
Ionic dialect and accepted this change in the late fifth century BC, the Pta 

8 arquired a vocalic value in the standard Greek based on Athenian 

practice. There never were single signs for the long Iil or the long lid or 
the long 121. Nor was the Greek vocalic system confined to 10 vowels, 5 
long and 5 short, any more that the English vocalic system is so confined: 
linguists count 27 separate vowel sounds in standard spoken English. 

At first Greek alphabetic writing was written boustrophedon, "back and 
forth as the ox turns? always beginning from the right like West Semitic 
(although West Semitic was written in lines, not boustrophedon). Later 
the direction changed to left to right, the Romans copied them (but the 
Etruscans wrote right to left), and today we write left to right. Except for 
the devolutionary changes to the values of the supplementary signs chi and 
psi, the addition of omega, and the shift in value of hita from /hi to Id, 
no other changes ever took place to the functional elements of the Greek 
alphabet. The system is intact today in modem Greece, except that the sounds 
assigned to several characters, and especially the vowels and diphthongs, 
have changed. 

The genius of West Semitic writing was in how it was learned, as a short 
list of signs in a b e d  order whose phonetic values were encoded in a name, 
sometimes meaningful and sometimes gibberish. Mesopotamian cuneiform 
and Egyptian hieroglyphic writing were not so easily learned. The inventor 
of the Greek vocal alphabet took over the West Semitic system of learning 
in total, corrupting the Semitic names slightly or inventing new ones, 
but preserving the relationship of name to value (several, such as upsilon, 
omicron, omega, digamma, were named hundreds of years later). Nothing 
important has changed in the history of writing since the invention of the 
Greek alphabet, whose triumph has given it universal currency everywhere 
on the planet, a most potent force for unity in planetary life. 

The Earliest Greek Alphabetic Writing 

An inscription from c.775 ~c found recently in Latium in Italy on the site 
of ancient GABII (modern OSTERIA DELL'OSA) holds present claim for the 
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Map 8 Places important in the early history of the alphabet 

Figure 17.2 The earliest alphabetic 
inscription, from Gabii (modern 
Osteria Dell'Osa), cremation grave 
482.1, c.775 BC. (After Ridgway 1996. 
87-97.) 

earliest example of the division of 
the West Semitic syllabic signary 
into two categories of signs and 
the spelling rule about how they 
work together (Fig. 17.2). 

However, what exactly EULIN 
might mean is not clear: perhaps 
part of a name ("the good linen 
maker"?). Other tiny scraps survive 
from about the same time from 
the Iron Age site of LEFKANDI on 
the long island of Euboea, which 
runs along the east coast of main- 
land Greece, one scrap probably 
as old as the EULIN inscription 
(Map 8). By c.740 BC, a generation 
or so later, we find inscriptions of 
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Figure 17.3 The Dipylon Oinochoe, c.740 ~ c .  (Athens, National Archeological 
Museum, 192, author's photograph.) 

several words and even whole sentences. Here is the actual specimen of 
our oldest Greek alphabetic inscription of more than a few letters, inscribed 
through the glaze of an Athenian Late Geometric wine jug, the famous 
Dipylon Oinochoe (Fig. 17.3). More has been written about this single 
inscription than any other in Greek. Homer may have been alive when it 
was made. The jug is the product of the workshop of the famous Dipylon 
Master, who introduced a revolutionary new art style into Greek ceramics 
that included human figures. 

The inscription reads from right to left, a perfect hexameter (Fig. 17.4). 
The certainly illiterate oral singer Homer composed in exactly this rhythm, 
which has six strong points, then a pause, then another six strong points, 
then a pause, on and on, forever. It is the only Greek inscription that has 
the sidelong alpha in the West Semitic style; ever after the Greek alpha is 
written upright. At the end of the inscription are some enigmatic signs, 
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HOSNUNORXESTONPANTONATALOTATAPAIZEI 
TOTODEK{M)M{N)N 

Whoever of al l  the dancers now dances most 
gracefully, to  him th i s .  ... 

Figure 17.4 Transcription and translation of the Dipylon Oinochoe 
inscription. (After Powell 1991, no. 58.) 

perhaps a snippet from an abecedarium (as if someone learning to write 
tried to write KLMN but got it wrong). 

The inscription on the Dipylon Oinochoe is good evidence that the Greek 
alphabet was from the very beginning used as a notation for dictated oral 
verse. An oral poet has composed a lime, "whoever is the best acrobat here, 
he will get. . :' He must mean "this vase," but only one line was completely 
written. Various technical features disagree with later Athenian writing, so 
perhaps the writer is an outsider showing off his skiu at a new technology 
to the ignorant Athenians, showing how he can imprison in graphic signs 
the sounds of oral song. Perhaps a second hand has attempted to scratch 
the KLMN, a student (or the singer?) eager to learn the new art (an 
abecedarium written boustrophedon will break around KLMN). 

Equally or more astonishing is a similarly sophisticated hexametric 
inscription of the same date c.740 BC, but now from the far west, from a 
burial on the island of PITHECUSAE (modern Ischia) in the Bay of Naples. 
Euboean sailors had established the earliest western colony there already 
by the early eighth century BC. There Phoenicians and Greeks lived 
together and intermarried, and some West Semitic inscriptions come 
from the same site. The colony on Pithecusae, "monkey-island," was a 
jumping-off point for Euboeans eager to exploit Western mineral 
resources, the western terminal of the north Syrian metals trade. The 
early EULIN inscription from Latium is not far from this focus of 
Euboean exploration. 
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Figure 17.5 Cup of Nestor inscription. (After Powell 1991, no. 59.) 

Three lines are scratched into the glaze of the cup imported from 
Rhodes, written from right to left in three separate lines (see Fig. 17.5). 
We can transliterate the inscription into modern Greek font as 

which means 

I am the cup of Nestor, a joy to drink from. 
Whoever drinks this cup, straightaway 
the desire of beautiful-crowned Aphrodite will seize him 

The inscription seems to reflect a poetic capping game such as we know 
was played at aristocratic symposia in the classical period. One man sets 
the game by raising his cup and saying, "This is the cup of Nestor." That 
is a joke, because in the niad the cup of Nestor is grand and made of gold 
(Iliad 11.632-7). A second diner now spins a hexameter, an introduction 
to a curse formula of which early written examples are known: "Whoever 
steals this cup, he will fall sick and die," or the like. Instead he says, 
"Whoever drinks from this cup. . .". The third dimer must now declare 
his doom, obviously in hexameter verse, and it is . . . to endure a pleasant 
sexual experience! 

Someone far in the west in the eighth century BC knew enough about 
alphabetic writing skillfully to engrave these three lines on the cup, two of 
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them hexameters, later an heirloom buried in the grave of a ten-year-old 
boy. Exceedingly striking is that no trace of the use of writing for economic 
purposes survives among the early Greek inscriptions, not even any num- 
bers until the sixth century BC. On the other hand, people write their names 
on cups and, occasionally, highly complex and sophisticated poetic verse. 

The Date of the Alphabet's Invention 

Because it is traditional (if thoughtless) to call West Semitic writing 
and its congeners an "alphabet," the question about the date of the Greek 
alphabet's invention can fade into a child's game. The "alphabet" could have 
come to Greece pretty much any time, even in 1800 BC, or 1100 BC as some 
actually believe, or in 950 BC, as others believe, or any date you want. Or 
it could have come several times in different places. Such views still color 
the study of archaic Greek inscriptions, whose local differences are even 
thought to reflect separate acts of transmission. 

Once we have understood the monogenesis of the Greek writing, 
proven by the treatment of Semitic wau (divided into two characters) and 
other arbitrary changes to the Semitic model, including the assignment of 
the lo1 to the Semitic ain and the addition of the supplementals, we must 
wonder when and where the adapter lived. The method for dating the Greek 
alphabet (as other writing systems) is to seek the very oldest examples, then 
place its invention before that.. .but not too much earlier, at least in the 
case of the Greek alphabet, because after the few examples from the eighth 
century BC, in the seventh century we find many more, and in the sixth 
many, many more, and in the fifth an ocean of inscriptions. If the earliest 
examples of the Greek alphabet are c.775 BC, coming from lands intens- 
ively explored archaeologically, the alphabet must have been invented around 
800 BC, give or take a few years. 

The Poetic Inspiration for the Invention 
of the Alphabet 

Many have puzzled at such sophisticated use of early Greek alphabetic 
writing as that found on the Dipylon Oinochoe or on the Cup of Nestor, 
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but a unique colophon on a clay tablet from Ugarit, baked in the destruc- 
tion of the city, reports how the contents of 15 tablets found in the library 
of the chief priest of Baal in the main temple complex, telling a story about 
the storm-god Baal, were taken down by a certain nimilku from Shubbani 
as they were dictated, evidently, by the chief priest, one Attanu-Purlianni, 
under the reign of the king of Ugarit Niqmaddu I1 (reigned c.1349-1315 
BC). In a similar fashion the Hebrew prophet Jeremiah, who lived in the 
seventh to sixth centuries BC, dictated a.scroll to his scribe Baruch (Jer. 
36:18); perhaps all the early texts of what became the Old Testament 
were composed by dictation. The very odd focus on purely phonetic but 
unpronounceable elements in West Semitic writing, which made it un- 
learnable except by someone who spoke the language, may well reflect this 
writing's origin in dictation as a means of composition, even the shouting 
out of names. The composer speaks, and the scribe represents the sounds 
as best he can. In this way you can write anything you can say, so long as 
you are working with a wholly phonetic system and there is enough con- 
text for a literate speaker to reconstruct the message. 

Avery early attested use of the West Semitic syllabary, therefore, the direct 
ancestor of the Greek alphabet, was to take down a literary text by dicta- 
tion. In the polyglot, racially mixed north Syrian coast, with its western 
connections in mainland Greece and Italy, where Greek speakers and 
Semitic speakers lived together and intermarried and learned each other's 
language, someone who inherited the West Semitic tradition of notating 
dictated verse seems to have tried the method with Greek oral verse. This 
was the heyday of the great Greek poets Homer and Hesiod, who lived dur- 
ing the eighth century BC, early enough to know nothing about writing, 
which they never mention (except once, obliquely, in Homer) in their long 
poems killed with descriptions of everyday technologies and behavior. 
Such catastrophic formations represented alphabetically as the Homeric 
aaatos, meaning "decisive," a form that could never occur in ordinary speech, 
suggest that any effort to notate Greek verse in the West Semitic writing 
could not succeed. If a Western Semitic speaker tried to apply the West 
Semitic syllabary to write down the first line of the niad, and separated 
the words by dots as Phoenicians did, it might look something like 

for the Greek alphabetic 

MENIN AEIDE THEA PELEIADEO AKHILEOS. 
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In 1991 (Homer and the Origin of the Greek Alphabet) I argued that at 
this moment the inventor of the Greek alphabet restructured his model 
in the way described, enabling him to preserve the rough phonic outline 
of the verse, as in the early epigraphic examples of the Dipylon Oinochoe 
and the Cup of Nestor. In writing, as in life, necessity feeds invention, and 
the need to preserve the powerful rhythm of poetry seems, on the evidence, 
to have motivated the invention of signs for vowels, which, of course, had 
existed in several earlier writings, and inspired the revolutionary spelling 
rule that one group of signs, which we call consonants, must always 
accompany representatives from a second group of signs, the vowels. The 
best candidate for the adapter's inspiration must remain the poet Homer 
himself, whose work was certainly preserved in alphabetic writing in the 
eighth century BC, in the first technology of writing capable of preserving him. 

The Fortuitous Origins of Alphabetic Writing 

The invention of the Greek alphabet, "the first true alphabet," was highly 
fortuitous and improbable in the utmost. In no sense was it the product 
of evolutionary forces urging the technology of writing to fulfill its destiny 
to achieve ever greater heights of phoneticism. First we require the 
anomalous and scarcely explained inattention of Egyptian writing to the 
vibration of the vocal cords. Then we require the mysterious interaction 
of undoubtedly foreign peoples, Semitic speakers, with this odd Egyptian 
writing to create a wholly phonetic but unpronounceable writing that has 
been reduced to a handful of signs. Then we require the special needs of 
still another foreign people, in this case the troublesome poetry-obsessed 
Greeks, who lived at the edge of the civilized world. Evidence is strong that 
the need to record Greek hexameter verse inspired the inventor of the Greek 
alphabet, who only behaved as he was taught in cocking his ear to phon- 
etic distinctions encoded in abstract linear signs. The unexpected result 
was to make the Greek vocal alphabet as different from its model, West 
Semitic, as was West Semitic from its model, Egyptian. 

For the first time writing communicated through a sensual intimacy with 
forms of speech that, in the Greek miracle, was itself rapidly transformed 
by the new expression that alphabetic writing offered. For the first time it 
was possible to make up a word in writing and expect the reader to repro- 
duce and even understand it, an explosive power shining in the new 
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coinages that pepper the early lit- ~ * / 4 4 q v 1  @ 7 442Y/Y 77 
erature actually composed in writ- 
ing (not dictated), Greek lyric and 

, Q ~ - ~ ; x $ L F ~ ~  o ~ o ~ , + r p r % , w  
Attic tragedy. 

7q?q@q 7 I ~ A - ~ / O , J * ~ J  9r 
In a reconstruction of an early 0LTz4/f a I PJO%$~YXW~~I, 

text of the opening of the Iliad the 44743 0 T r ~ r ' l ' V ~ B ' l $ f i X / ~ ?  
O f ' 5 + T & r f l ?  yr p~ y40~$q  only way to tell what it means is to 
;f ~ ; l f / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ +  j a ~  O/a( rkqq T 

extract the sounds from the signs, 8 0 ~ \ p + , , p  o-&51Ft TRrpNn 
listen to the sounds, then recognize ? ~ 2 ~ + ~ f r 3 # q / ~ o , ~ ~  TY*?]~ 
what is &a2 (Fig. 17.6). The +,vau4p0/v~+-/p \OSWL,L AY$ 
work is tedious and hard going, 
but the primacy of sound is dear F i e  17.6 Reconstruction of the first 
from the la& of word division and lines of the Iliad. (After Powell 1991, 
the absence of diacritical marks of 5.3.) 

any kind, even one thousand years 
after the alphabet's invention. The adapter has rigorously excluded visual 
semantic information from his system, a quality he shares with his West 
Semitic model; but even West Semitic scripts ordinarily divided the words 
with dots. 

It is customary to praise the Greek alphabet for the hyperphoneticism 
that tied written expression to what people might say, who without train- 
ing might say anything and always in a different way and with a different 
sound. For this reason the study of early Greek dialects requires diligence, 
learning, and imagination. After five hundred years, in the second century 
BC, the Greeks at last settled into a civilized koint, "common speech," based 
on the dialect of Athens. Still, in the modern world, thanks to the Greek 
alphabet, academics must learn German, Italian, and French to discuss an 
obscure line in Homer. The Greek alphabet's system for phonetic repres- 
entation can be applied indifferently to any human speech, a very grave 
problem. 

After the Greek adapter's unique invention the phonetic but unpro- 
nounceable West Semitic writings stood on one side, and on the other the 
now pronounceable Greek alphabet and its manifold offshoots. In spite 
of the hyperphoneticism that closely roots understanding in a specific 
language and dialect, in practice alphabetic writing opened a restricted 
literacy to anyone who learned the very simple system. Now anyone could 
write his name or his wife's name on a tombstone, or that of his dead 
child. Suddenly by the seventh to sixth centuries BC, Etruscans, Phrygians, 
Carians, Lydians, and Iberians are doing just that. Only educated guesses 
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exist for how many Athenians, say, could read and write a longer text of 
average complexity in the fifth century BC - 5 percent? -but by any meas- 
ure an ocean of people by comparison to the minuscule social, political, 
and religious elites of the old Eastern societies. 

Not until modern times has English and French orthography abandoned 
Greek hyperphoneticism to return to a partly semasiographic and logo- 
graphic writing, at'last rich in diacritical devices and spelling oddities 
of all kinds that refine thought and assist understanding. Reformers of English 
spelling are somehow unaware of the advantages of nonphonetic written 
communication, but the following example shows how far modern English 
alphabetic orthography has come from the practices of the Greeks: 

AOCCDRNIG TO RSCHEEARCH AT CMABRIGDE UINERVTISY, IT 
DEOSN'T MTTAER IN WAHT OREDR THE LTTEERS IN A WROD 
ARE, THE OLNY IPRMOETNT TIHNG IS TAHT THE FRIST AND 
LSAT LTTEER BE AT THE RGHIT PCLAE. THE RSET CAN BE A 
TOTAL MSES AND YOU CAN SITLL RAED IT WOUTHIT PORBELM. 
TIHS IS BCUSEAE THE HUAMN MNID DEOS NOT RAED ERVEY 
LTETER BY ISTLEF. BUT THE WROD AS A WLOHE. 

It is not the human mind that is responsible, but our education as small 
children when we learn to read from the shape of a word and to use 
phonetic signs only as hints and not direct representations of phonetic 
elements. 

18 

Summary and Conclusions 

Evidently human beings have access to an invisible reality within which 
symbolization takes place. Humans can get there, nonhumans cannot. The 
most usual expression of this human power of symbolization is speech. 
Animals cannot talk, and there are no symbols in nature. It is misguided 
to daim, as is sometimes done in anthropological literature, that human 
speech first appeared tens or even hundreds of thousands of years after the 
evolution of the species. You canno1 have humans without speech. 

Such pathologies as dumbness and deafness prove that the human 
faculty to symbolize by means of speech is, however, by no means limited 
to the modulated stream of symbolic sound issuing from the human vocal 
cords and its reception by other sense organs. Symbolization is a faculty 
and speech, which is ephemeral, is only one possible tool for its expres- 
sion; writing, which is material and potentially eternal, is another. 

In puzzling over the origins of lexigraphic writing we must focus on 
the situation in Mesopotamia at the end of the fourth millennium. For 
thousands of years Mesopotamians kept track of commodities and of the 
exchange of commodities by means of abstract geometrical clay tokens. 
By making clay envelopes to contain tokens and asseverate a transaction, 
the Mesopotamians inadvertently learned to impress the token shapes into 
clay. They abandoned the tokens themselves and retained the shape. They 
flattened the envelopes into tablets and in this way clay became the 
medium for Mesopotamian writing. It is an unusual choice, because clay 
is fragile, messy, clumsy, and hard to store and to transport. The Egyp- 
tian papyrus, an immensely superior medium, was unavailable to the 
Mesopotamians who had such ready access to day, the reason they had 
enclosed tokens in day envelopes in the first place. 


